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When we work with the energies of Pisces, as with all the signs, we have the opportunity to 
build its key qualities into human consciousness during the full moon period and thereby 
contribute to the forwarding of planetary evolution.   Each sign as it pours into and through our 
sun acts as a vehicle for the releasing of its devic essence, a living substance, imbued with its 
particular note and color.  As we attune with our soul we blend with and appropriate this 
essence and release it into the environment.  This is a practical service we can offer.  The 
experience of working with the signs is cumulative with each sign building upon the experience 
of the previous ones.  Pisces being therefore the last sign of the zodiac is the richest of the 
twelve and provides depth with which to work.   
 

Pisces is related to the first great Law of the Soul, the Law of Sacrifice, which is the controlling 
law on our planet.  We can learn much about this law by pondering its name, its symbol, and its 
ray influence.  One of the names of this law is “The Law of Those Who Choose to Die.”  Death as 
we know is a keynote of Pisces, under the influence of its powerful ruling planet Pluto, the 
energy that destroys from the very root that which no longer serves the purposes of the soul. 
Of course death is the ultimate sacrifice that some are called to make, which is a choice and 
decision on the part of the soul, but the death referred to surely has relation to other forms of 
death--to the death, for example, of limiting ideas and forms that, particularly at this time, hold 
the collective humanity back from the taking of the necessary steps in order to move forward.   
 

On the path of sacrifice we learn the lessons of non-attachment as we gradually detach from 
the personality and its trappings.  This understanding is portrayed in the symbol of this law--
that of the rosy cross with the golden bird, the bird who flies through the air, not bound by 
earth, free from that which is known, loved, and cherished—rose being the color of 
attachment.  As we know, it is not easy to fly free into the seemingly unknown, but the 
liberating and joyous symbol of the golden bird, reflecting the light of the sun and drawing on 
its radiance, should inspire us to take the leap. 
 

The ray influence given for this conditioning law is that of the fourth, the ray of harmony 
through conflict, an influence which is coming in at this time and which will surely bring to 
humanity a new culture.  This culture will offer us freedom to live more in attunement with the 
soul and with the cycles and rhythms of the natural world to which the life of the soul 
conforms.   It’s said the soul breathes and its forms live thereby.  So as we collectively learn to 
breathe in accordance with these rhythms we naturally create a harmony not only within our 
own lives but more importantly within the life of the collective, tuning humanity so that it 
resonates more fully within the great chain of Hierarchy of which it is a part, enabling it to act 
as a distributor of its loving goodwill to all life forms and all kingdoms of nature.  
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The Law of Sacrifice has a natural correlation with the teaching from The Bhagavad Gita on the 
relinquishment of gain.  For Pisces is a sign of transcendence, but not in the sense of losing 
oneself in mystical rhapsodies and severing one’s connection with the world but rather of a 
willingness, even unto death, to transcend or rise above the lesser so that the greater can hold 
sway.  For us this usually means a growing ability to let go of the nonessential aspects of 
ourselves so the soul can come more fully into play and fly free--for until we incorporate the 
soul into our lives we are living a type of half-life, a partial existence.  
 

A much later stage on this path of sacrifice is characterized by a pervasive simplicity and deep 
humility that involves sacrifices we cannot even fathom-- being so profound and all 
encompassing.  To give and to sacrifice then becomes a way of life, a way of bliss.  At this point, 
all the jewels that characterize the gifts of the personality garnered over all the many cycles of 
long incarnations are left behind but, paradoxically as one of the Yoga sutras states of this 
stage, “all jewels are his.”  As the Tibetan’s translation states, “When abstention from theft is 
perfected, the yogi can have whatever he desires,” because he no longer wants or needs it. 
 When the seeker on the way has learned, through many lives of strong desire, to ‘desire 
nothing for the separated self,’ he can then be trusted with the riches of the universe; when he 
then makes no demand for the lower nature and claims nothing for the threefold physical man; 
then all that he desires comes to him unasked and unclaimed.” (The Light of the Soul, p. 197) 
 

In the four cycles of the breath into which the spiritual year can be divided, Pisces corresponds 
to the final stage in the period of inbreathing.  So we have the possibility now of really 
breathing deeply, of stretching ourselves from within to the most potent act of alignment we 
can achieve, and then extending that alignment towards the heights.  At this time we “inhale 
the energy of Hierarchy” and then extend the alignment into the very pools within Shamballa.   
 

The keynote for Pisces is, “I leave the Father’s home and turning back I save.”  This keynote is 
taking on new meaning for humanity at this time.  Contact with this highest spiritual center 
Shamballa is becoming possible and necessary if the forces of light are going to garner the 
requisite strength to bring about the needed changes in our world.  A great planetary triangle is 
now being established to facilitate just that--a triangle between the three primary spiritual 
centers of Humanity, Hierarchy and Shamballa and this for the first time in planetary history. 
This alignment is making it possible for humanity to participate in contacting great Sources of 
Light that reside in that holy and highest center.  These sources, we’re told, are embodied 
Presences, Great Lives, Whose focused energies constitute reservoirs of light and love.  Prior to 
this time these potent energies have not been available for planetary distribution owing to the 
lack of prepared centers within the human kingdom.  But now small groups here and there are 
making themselves available as distributing agents for the radiant light of the fiery will that can 
pour through the prepared channel and used in the reconstruction of the worlds.  In the 
teachings this process is depicted as the Angel, the soul of humanity, stirring the reservoirs of 
force and light within Shamballa which allows for a “healing of the nations” to occur.  
 

Pisces, ruled by Pluto and the first ray, is having its influence augmented this year because of 
the potent total solar eclipse that occurs on March 9th.  A solar eclipse relates to manifestation 
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“upon Earth,” a time wherein those aspects of the Plan needing immediate implementation can 
be worked out and surely part of that opportunity can involve humanity’s ability to appropriate 
the will aspect, and express it as the will-to-good. Eclipses are said to have a mass impact and 
so it would seem that this period could serve to galvanize the will of the people.  The symbol of 
the first ray is the sword and perhaps this influence will aid humanity to let go of the passing 
Piscean, sixth ray influence and anchor the energies of Aquarius and the seventh ray.    
 

It was surely this Piscean influence, that has governed our planetary life in the cycle of the 
lesser zodiac for the past 2100 years that has paved the way for humanity’s receptivity to the 
potent impacts from Shamballa that have been released into our world twice in the last years -- 
in 1975 and then again in the year 2000.  It is these impacts that have been responsible for 
much of the turmoil and disruption in our world but also for the breaking down of the 
separative walls, preparing us for the influx of freedom that is the keynote of the coming 
Aquarian age.  And although we are fast leaving the age of Pisces behind, in another sense, 
within the cycle of the greater zodiac, a cycle of 25,000 years, we will not be free of the drag of 
Pisces for another 2,500 years, or until the end of the Aquarian age.  This is a time therefore of 
endings and beginnings in both the cycle of the lesser and greater zodiacs, and these are always 
the most creative periods. At this time we have available to us the energies of two great 
constellations concerned with service and the distribution of energy.  
 

When it comes to a consideration of the merging of endings and beginnings a line from an 
ancient mantram, the mantram of fire, comes to mind.  In part it states “Behind the portal, on 
the other side, lies that which I call home, for the circle has been well-nigh trod  and the end 
approaches the beginning.”  We start our long journey of incarnations from a place of relative 
oneness, only to then  pass through a long period of complexity and struggle, colored by 
personality living, only eventually to return again to oneness, but with the garnered wisdom of 
experience and a conscious process of letting go.    
 

There are, therefore, no fine lines of demarcation between the endings and beginnings of 
things and wherever we go we face our opposite which is also ourself.  From the most ancient 
of days, time itself was not viewed in a linear format as we myopically view it today. Instead it 
was viewed in circular fashion, as a great wheel, with no beginning and no end, embracing 
constant and ceaseless change and mutation, yet also containing patterns and repetitions as 
wheels upon wheels, kalpas upon kalpas, aeons upon aeons pass as cosmic seconds in a great 
unfolding dance.  
 

One of the ancient symbols that embodied this idea is the ouroboros--a dragon or serpent 
devouring its own tail.  But a true understanding of the symbol finds that serpent not so much 
devouring its tail but instead entering or penetrating within that tail, into another layer or 
dimension of reality. Some ancient teachings viewed the vastness of the Milky Way itself as a 
type of great serpent of light residing in the heavens with the galactic center being understood 
as the center of transformation, the point wherein an alchemical devouring takes place.  In 
Hindu iconography Shiva, the god of creation and destruction, was depicted within an 
ouroboros--representing the constant state of renewal and dance between death-rebirth, 
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creation-destruction, love-hate, spring-winter.  In the Upanishads the ouroboros was related to 
the kundalini--to a snake coiled round upon itself, holding its tail in its mouth, lying at rest, half 
asleep, at the base of the body.  
 

In a distant future it’s said this idea of the merging and blending of worlds will affect our zodiac 
as a whole.  At that time the two signs of ending and beginning --Pisces and Aries--will merge 
and become as one.  There will then be only ten signs of the zodiac which in itself is not new 
but which also was the case many aeons ago.  The appearance or disappearance of signs is said 
to be the result of changes within consciousness.  This upcoming change is a long way off into 
the future but the Tibetan gives some interesting commentary upon the effects of this merging 
that perhaps have some applications to the time in which we are living for disciples should 
always be ahead of their time.  He says this merging of the two signs will indicate an interesting 
reversal of the present situation.  The past will then be veiled and the future revealed just as 
now the situation is reversed and the future is veiled and the past is very much with us.  What a 
different state of consciousness that will signify.  Humanity will then be openly intuitive and 
able to project and see into the future and know and work creatively and constructively to bring 
that future into being in the present. It will be liberating to have a veiling of the past, freeing us 
from the pull of the collective unconscious that presently is such a conditioning factor in our 
lives.  This ability to hold the vision before the eyes of humanity is one of the keynotes of the 
group of world servers, for without vision the people perish.  Our world today is so full of fear 
and foreboding about the future and the possible end-time scenarios that are everywhere to be 
found.  The group of world servers holds the vision of the Plan, the recognition of the emerging 
reality of light and love that is hovering on the borderline of manifestation, despite the many 
setbacks that seek to destroy and retard the process. 
 
Another of the keynotes of this twelfth sign is—”’The Light of the World.’  This is described as 
that which reveals the light of life itself.  It is that light that ends forever the darkness of 
matter.” (Esoteric Astrology, p. 330)  Again we see the relationship being established between 
this sign and Shamballa through the emphasis on the “life” aspect--upon that which pervades 
and interpenetrates all things.  It’s said we are now preparing for a new light, hidden from the 
very depths of time, and on the verge of revelation.  It is sometimes called the Light Supernal, a 
light related to the will aspect that comes into play only when Aquarius and the seventh ray are 
conditioning human affairs as they are doing increasingly so with each passing decade.  This 
light leads to the illumination of consciousness.  We can prepare for the reception of this light, 
which we’re told will manifest within the crucible of the daily life.    
 

The Agni Yoga teachings have a beautiful passage related to this idea.  It states, “When you are 
asked where to find confirmation of the Teaching, answer, ‘only in life.’....not education, not 
experience, not talent, but precisely the fire of straight-knowledge opens the direct path to 
Shambhala. it is precisely the fire of straight-knowledge that enables one to perceive the 
unique qualities of the new signs in the midst of daily life.”   

 

* * * * * 


